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and has served to implant a common label on a group of people whose writing runs across the political spectrum, whose forms range from picaresque and comic novels to the grotesque and tragic, and whose output includes attempts at literary criticism (Colin Wilson), motion pictures, and plays. Their anger is highly variable, their youth is relative, and they include among their most prominent members at least one well-known female writer. Yet there is an attribute which binds them together : this may be summed up Politically, the writers under discussion could be called British left and center or, in Mr. Osborne's case, out in left field. Such a designation, although it distorts the different views held by each of these writers, nonetheless reflects a leaning toward liberalism and social democracy, however tepid and devoid of a specific political orienta- men, but rather about the hero type that emerges from them and Mr. Osborne's play. The heroes confront an England in which social change is neither rapid nor pervasive enough, and in which they cannot exercise the liberty (essentially, an upper class liberty) necessary for their self-fulfilment. Almost to a man, they are displaced intellectuals struggling for an orientation to an unsatisfactory world, a world to which they do not feel they owe anything but resentment.
Perhaps it is understandable that these novels should erupt at a time when the British social setting is peculiarly unsettled. The teetering, yet persistent organization of a society which developed hand in glove with the now irrelevant imperial goals disturbs them. Internally, the Labour government did carry a wartime effort to broaden the educational base to near fruition; it inaugurated and spread the benefits of many social services; and it equalized access, as never before, to a minimal standard of living and to economic opportunities hitherto unrealizable by most lower middle and working class Britons.
The Labour government's program was more a prodded evolution than revolution. Piled on to the trauma of war and the exigencies of recovery, the social impact of the Labour government's policies, despite its enormous material contributions, was to tear at the seams of British society without providing any wholly new raiment. The succeeding Conservative governments slowed but did not alter the basic shifts, nor could they. For the intellectually oriented middle class and proletarian youth, the old order, the old stratification, and the old way of life were still too much in evidence. Social change rarely follows an even pattern, but the unevenness of Britain's transition was disturbing for the problems it presented to its displaced members. ("Mind what Ah say, Joe. There's some things that can be bought too dear.").7 Joe has numerous sources of guilt. But the memory of his materially sordid past, the war, and the taste of upper middle class comfort, aided by circumstances and virility, bring him to marriage with the younger girl and the opportunity provided by the girl's father to enter into a business that will provide him with the money and status he craves. Joe is a helpless egocentric, driven by a combination of his manly drives and environmentally created circumstance to a pattern of behavior he cannot control.
As hilarious as Kingsley Amis's Lucky Jim is -and it is for the most part a very funny book -it is a veritable catalog of social dissent. Jim Dixon is a sensible, fundamentally honest young man who has had too much of a world riddled with phoniness, superficiality, and dishonesty. He, too, is a poor boy who had received his education at something of a sacrifice, who is interested in surviving in an environment which has some possibilities for pleasantness. He teaches history in a provincial, red brick university. His future depends on the pompous chairman of the department. Jim Dixon feels that the worth of the research on "The Eco- That Uncertain Feeling is a moralistic tale with overtones of economic and class criticism. Amis is condemning a corrupt upper class, though he is evidently attacking a specific group within that class. He is also critical of the species of a public governing board -the library board in this instancewhich unquestioningly accepts a ma- Charles Lumley has been through college, where his work was mediocre, though he is quick to cast at least some of the blame on his university, which had, "by its three years' random and shapeless cramming, unfitted his mind for serious thinking. . . ,"16 Jimmy Porter in Look Back in Anger has left a college that is one step lower even than a "red brick university" -his wife says he calls it "white tile."17 Braine's Joe Lampton is not a university man, but clearly identifies himself as an intellectual.
There is an animalistic virility about the young heroes. They are charged with an energy that is as sexual as it is intellectual. At times, one gains the impression of sheer, The hero is always in a class which he rejects, and he resents the stratified society that put him there. Within the existing order, of course, he desires the freedom of the upper middle and upper classes. Repeatedly, almost relentlessly, exposed to the "next best" class, he feels his dependency and resents his station. Wain makes a point of having Charles Lumley try to relate himself by turns to the whole gamut of English classes. Jim Dixon in Lucky Jim is transplanted to middle class university academic life, against whose corruption he declares his personal civil war. If any one aspect is uniformly and mercilessly attacked by all these writers, it is the class system. If it is a characteristic of British society that this system is falling apart, then it is not falling apart soon enough for these young men.
The hero is really not much interested in the specific issues, political and social, confronting his society. Jimmy Porter is accused by his mistress of talking about nothing but politics and religion; yet he does not address himself to any of the particular political problems confronting his nation or society today ; he does not even allude to them. Remarks tend to be leveled against institutions and systems, against the plight of the individual in an organizational and societal context. The critique is invariably personalized. If a lesson is intended at all, it is the lesson gained from being aware of human beings as human beings who know and want better, but who are caught in a societal vise.
The angry young hero is a surprisingly autonomous personality ; his tone is defiant, but his voice is self- On the other hand, the female in these works emerges as a symbolic stereotype of the problems confronting the hero. Jim Dixon's Margaret is a neurotic, perhaps even psychotic, colleague with whom he is involved out of a combined feeling of human warmth, responsibility, and guilt for his fellow man, and who is dropped at the end of the book as Dixon tells himself that "it was no use trying to save those who fundamentally would If these writers are not consciously doctrinaire, they are, for all of their professed iconoclasm, peculiarly conscious of the hold the past has on them. Jimmy Porter looks back at the past as more desirable than the dull, apathetic, and oppressive present ; people in the Victorian and Edward- For Wain and Osborne, action as action, or enthusiasm as enthusiasm, is important; some sort of conviction is necessary. If these young men were not so preoccupied in battling rigid class lines, if they could live as individuals, they could cope with their destinies and achieve a certain adaptation, if not happiness. Braine 's Joe Lampton has attained his station at the expense of his personal relationships, and he is miserable and guilt-ridden.
Most of these young heroes would conform if they could distill some value from the mess they live in that would merit conformity. In their relations with women, there is a marked conformity to standards of middle class morality; a bit of adultery is tolerated, but the hero either marries the girl or he returns to his wife after his fling. There is in these works none of the examination of the nature and problems of immorality that one finds in Gide, Mann, and Pirandello.26 Evidently, these writers are not ready to cast aside the society which shaped them. They dissent, but they are far from ready to destroy or even run away; by turning from what they do not like, they claim they can take what they want of their society and live.
Perhaps the most positive contribution of these writers is their identification of one aspect of the relationship of man to his organization, of the individual to the collectivity. 
